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Released online: netfpga+netthreads
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Experimental result: Synchronizing packet processing threads with fine/medium-grained global locks is overly-conservative 80-90% of the time [ANCS'10]
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**Transactional memory**
Data-independent packets are processed in parallel
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- Processors: 4-threads
- Instruction memory (I$)
- Undolog
- Data cache
- Output buffer
- Input buffer
- Off-chip DDR2
- Packet input
- Packet output
- Synch. Unit
- Conflict Detection
- Application-specific Bloom filters [ARC10]
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NetTM: extending NetThreads for TM

- 1K words speculative writes buffered per thread
- 4-LUT: +21%  16K BRAMs: +25%  Preserved 125 MHz
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NetTM and NetThreads available online
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